
Trinity R. Sawyer

Fenton, MI 48430

(810) 252-0294

trinityrose1023@gmail.com

Skills

I am comfortable with most iOS, Microsoft, Powerpoint, and Google platforms. I am a quick learner and am

very open minded to learning new things. Some positive attributes that I bring to the workplace are my time

management skills, great communication and critical thinking skills.  Due to my prior work experience, I am

also confident in my ability to navigate conflict and provide clients with a positive experience. I have

experience working in many different settings giving me the ability to thrive and succeed in most any area

that I’m working in. Whether it be carrying heavy things, serving food, or sitting at a desk staring at numbers,

I can usually find a way to enjoy my work and excel at it.

Education

Fenton High School | Fenton, MI

● Degree acquired June of 2020

● Four year varsity student-athlete

Mott Community College | Flint, MI

● Just finished my second year  at MCC

● I plan to transfer to Wayne State University in the fall of 2023 to obtain a bachelor's degree.

● My current major is neuroscience and I plan to minor in teaching.

Experience

Level 11 Physical Therapy, Grand Blanc - Rehab Tech and Front O�ce Coordinator

September 2019 - February 2020 | May 2021 - Present

My job as a front office coordinator included answering phones, handling medical documentation and

managing front office duties such as checking in and greeting patients at the door when they walk-in,
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keeping prescriptions up to date, scheduling appointments and initial evaluations, and managing

cancellations. I also assisted in managing the schedule for up to 20 therapists and 150 patients at a time. That

involved coordinating patient availability with appointment availability, coordinating patient schedules with

their treatment plans, serious attention to detail, and a lot of patient interaction to ensure the best possible

quality of care. My job as a rehab tech included working with patients and helping to motivate them, cleaning

machines and other supplies after they have been used, transferring patients with 2 person dependent

transfers (bucket transfer) to and from chairs, exercise machines, mats, beds, toilets, and other areas that are

critical to daily life. I also often guarded patients when they did activities with a fall risk like walking or other

activities that require balance and stability.

Uncle Rays Dairyland, Fenton - Cashier

February 2019 - September 2019 | April 2020 - August 2020

My job included taking, serving, and making orders for customers, resolving conflicts that resulted in

customer satisfaction 100% of the time, and maintaining and enforcing up-to-date cleanliness and social

distancing policies regarding the Covid-19 outbreak to ensure employee safety and customer satisfaction.


